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they wanted to feel authentic, so even the titles are authentic. and they are written from point of

view of a young, newly out gay man whose not afraid of being gay. i did play with them on several
things on the album that are much better than the stuff i played on this record, and i did play on

those songs, but [ with one exception ] i never really worked with them. i think he was just a kid that
was rich and famous. and that played into his music more than he even realized. in many ways, i

think that's why he wanted to be apart of the music industry, because he wanted fame and fortune,
so he could be successful without the work and whatnot. he became a musician, but he wouldnt be
forever. he wanted the security of saying, i'm gonna be a musician for the rest of my life. with their

fan base now numbering in the millions, the world seems a better place than ever. one direction
seeks to make sure their fans remember all the great things about their journey with a collection of

photos, lyric sheets, e-books, and more, this is a special edition of the album one direction up all
night. it's the exclusive collector's edition of the deluxe edition of the one direction up all night

album. you can put this one at the top of your copy list for after one direction up all night deluxe
edition you will remember forever at home all your one direction up all night deluxe edition the one
direction up all night deluxe edition is the ultimate one direction fan tracklist containing new songs
that are not available on the standard version. the songs have their own rarities collected to date in

the ultimate edition. 5 brand new tracks and in addition to that 13 songs [6] that are exclusive to the
fan tracklist.
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